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Heuristic Modeling of Deformable Object
using Node-based Structure with Mass-spring
System
Fakhrul Syakirin Omar, Md. Nazrul Islam, and Habibollah Haron
Abstract—Modeling of deformable objects can be found in practically every place and usage, from cloths and soft materials in
virtual environment to skin and internal organs found in surgery simulation. With the model, actual object can be described in its
physical entirety thus can be tested, destroyed and rebuild easily which reduces the experimentation cost significantly. This
paper presents a simple approach to solve object reaction for model which adapts mass-spring technique to emulate elastic
behavior in the solid. Iterative algorithm is used to achieve force equilibrium throughout model structure that is layered based on
proximity from loading area. Stability of the process is assured by terminating condition included in the algorithm.
Index Terms—deformable object, heuristic mechanic, mass-spring system, mesh deformation, physically based modeling
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1 INTRODUCTION

D

EFORMABLE object modeling is different from the
solid type by the continuous smooth reaction rather
than instantaneous change occurred to the material.
The external force thus will be distributed along the
object infrastructure and may affect only a small effective
area of the solid part, not at a whole object per se. Two
major framework classes are typically being implemented
to solve the problem: mass-spring-damper network and
finite element method. In this paper, a variant of the
former class is introduced with exclusion of solving
ordinary differential equations requirement attributed to
the model. Damper and mass components are removed
from link connecting point nodes, leaving only spring to
emulate elasticity of the material.
The focus of the algorithm is procedural simplicity and
lightweight processing, made possible by layer
segmentation starting from loading area and incremental
loading force distribution throughout the network.
Output accuracy and processing time which are directly
compromised from the new configuration are used as
benchmark to compare between models available. The
ideal system will be the highest accuracy reached with
lowest time consumed to complete the calculation.
The remaining of this paper is arranged as follows: In
section “Previous Works in Deformable Object Modeling”,
existing literature related to the topic discussed in this
paper is presented and followed with section “Research
Methodology” which clarifies the flow and steps taken in
order to develop the algorithm and complete the research.

Next section, “Heuristic Deformable Object Modeling”
contains the proposed model details including the
principle and equation used. “Implementation and
Experiment” section describes the setup and environment
to test proposed model performance and functionality in
terms of development method and testing technique
followed with “Result and Analysis” which compiles and
discusses the output of the experiment. Lastly, “Conclusion
and Future Work” section wraps up the paper based on its
objective and results and suggests possible steps to
enhance and improve the algorithm.

2 PREVIOUS WORKS IN DEFORMABLE OBJECT
MODELING

Two popular frameworks in modeling deformable object
are finite element method (FEM) and mass-spring
network. The differences between these types are
concerned with highest accuracy can be achieved,
processing time taken for the calculation and simplicity to
implement the model. FEM which having its background
from civil engineering can reach high precision with
increasing model parameter complexity but time taken to
solve partial differential equation (PDE) involved in the
model makes this style unpopular for system requiring
real-time performance. Excluding from time constraint,
FEM has been found its way to simulate deformable
object in various fields such as cloth modeling [1], [2] and
food product [3]. Improvement to FEM is available such
as PDE speedy calculation method, and FEM variants for
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in terms of implementation and lightweight calculation
are the attractive point as a model though it can never be
accurate. Thus, MSN model usage is abundant where
execution speed is prioritized more than solution
accuracy to achieve realistic reaction to the user in virtual
reality field such as in surgery simulation [6] and rocking
motion [7]. This method has been developed further for
specific purpose such as in [8], [9], [10] or solving
improvement in [11], [12].
Various alternative approaches are available such as
impulse- or particle-based method [13], [14], [15], [16]
which represents a solid with a collection of particles or
point cloud interacting to force via collision analysis,
usage of pre-computed or collection of data to be
recorded and retrieved as response [17], geometricalbased model [18], physicochemically inspired reactiondiffusion process [19] to enable non-linear elasticity, and
statistically-based model [20] which compares input
variation to the reference structure. Furthermore,
coupling of these methods has been reported to optimize
specific performance factor such as [21], [22].
The algorithm presented in this paper aims to further
simplify implementation of MSN model by directly
repositioning nodes in object structure by force
accumulation at each node segmented by layers which
enables node removal emulating cutting operation and
parallel calculation.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
There are four stages involved in this research namely the
data definition, development of deformable object
modeling algorithm, algorithm implementation, and
followed with testing and analysis of the result. First
phase, data definition is identification and collection for
the correct input and output of the algorithm. Deformable
object is presented as a block of springs connected in a
certain manner creating a network which can stretch and
compress as response to external force. Sample input is
generated manually with its material properties such as
spring hardness is arbitrarily set. The input is then
manipulated by the developed algorithm and finally the
deformed block of springs will be produced.
In second phase, the algorithm is developed based on
logical flow of force expansion observed when a soft
cushion is being crushed from a heavy object. The vector
distribution is then converted into a set of rules to
generalize the situation when generic object shape and
material is involved. Then the steps are implemented as C
program to produce a working implementation. In final
stage, the algorithm is tested by simulating external force
against the sample model and observing model response
with the increasing of force magnitude, which acts as
analysis for the result.

involved namely node arrangement, node network

Fig. 1. Link interconnection between nodes in proposed network.
Only a single spring is embedded for each link.

layering, and force calculation and distribution.

4.1 Node Arrangement
The nodes in the network are arranged in rectangular
structure, with 6 links attached to each node for
connection to other neighboring nodes. Resulting outline
formed by node network would be referring to actual
shape of any object being tested, which is sliced based on
predefined grid size to set each node position. All node is
connected to its neighborhood via links which containing
a single spring, set to behave linearly according to acting
force. Diagram in Fig. 1 helps visualize this node
interconnection system.
4.2 Layering in Node Network
Once the loading area has been identified, nodes included
in the area are marked as active or current nodes. Its
immediate neighboring node directly connected to this is
called layer 1 node as the first layer to be repositioned
due to the acting force. This single node stripe is defined
as a layer though they have no any additional connection
between them due to the grouping. In Fig. 2 below,
member for each respective layer is shown to be
connected with intra-layer link to provide clearer view of
its member positioning around the current node.

4 HEURISTIC DEFORMABLE OBJECT MODELING
Preparation of solid material model in terms of node
structure and algorithm used in the modeling are
explained in this section. These are the three steps

Fig. 2. Layering in node network starting from current node using top
and cross-section views.
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Subsequent expansion by repeatedly searching in
Start at layer immediately surrounding the loading area
Until all nodes in current layer reached equilibrium
For every node in current layer
Until acting force at current node is stabilized
Accumulate acting force at current node
Move node in effective force direction axis
End
End
If position change disrupts neighboring node balance
Raise need to check next layer
End
End

visualized interactively. A PC running Windows XP 64Link between node

Acting force

Loading node

Neighboring node

Fig. 3. Steps to distribute resulting force from loading area to the
surrounding node network.

outward direction for untouched node is done
sequentially from previously found layer until the effect
of acting force is small enough to disrupt the force
balance at current layer node. Until then, force is
dispersed per layer basis starting from the loading area.

4.3 Force Calculation and Distribution
Standard spring equation F=-kx has been used for all
embedded spring elements where F is the resulting force
from the spring displacement, x is the displacement
amount when the spring is stretched or compressed and k
is the constant defining the elasticity or strength of the
spring. Its linearity provides material response
predictability and simplifies testing implementation part
thus is chosen to govern the spring and consequently the
model behavior.
The calculation is based on effective acting force at
every node contained in current layer. With the exception
at loading area which actually starts the imbalance in
node effective force, the pulling or pushing force
contributed from every connected link at each node is
accumulated to identify the direction for adjustment
movement of the node in order to stabilize its force
equilibrium. Detailed steps taken for this are given above
in Fig. 3:
As for the loading area part, different approach is
taken to introduce force imbalance in node network as
reaction to the loading event. The whole loading area is
regarded as a single hard surface patch to reflect the
shape of contact surface and the force contribution due to
links attached to the patch border will be regarded as the
initial material response. Except from this, as in force
distribution in subsequent layers, the surface patch
repositioning is performed until cumulative link force is
equal to the loading force. Fig. 4 shows the loading node
and its encompassing area that is said to be assumed as
stiff to be moved simultaneously.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT
For the implementation of the algorithm, GNU GCC
compiler has been used to build the processing part while
Gnuplot program enables the output model to be

Fig. 4. Working node network. Loading area is colored with gray
shade which is imposed with external acting force depicted with
arrows.

bit with AMD Athlon X4 3.0GHz and 4GB RAM which
the program utilized only a single core is used for the
platform.
The setup being used is a solid cuboid with its
properties in terms of node count and spring hardness is
kept constant throughout the experiment. The model is
set to be floating in space; that is not put on surface that
can disrupt changes at any model face and edges. As for
the testing, external force being exerted to the model is
gradually increased and its effect to the model shape is
observed visually.

6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Resulting deformation to the object from various
configuration of external force can be observed from
wireframe visualization of the model, compiled in Fig. 5
and 6. The increasing force magnitude exerted results in
higher deformation degree in the model when the figure
set is viewed from (a) to (f).
Volume preservation of the object is maintained in the
model when examining the collapse and bulging at its
edge and bottom as the loading area is pushing into the
object in Fig. 5. The processing time taken seems to be
dependent to the force direction complexity, from simple
straight downward in z-axis in Fig. 5 to include all axes in
Fig. 6. Apparently the situation arises from the need to
compute 2 additional normal vectors to address changes
occurring in each axis.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a simple deformable object
modeling method using mass-spring network by
introducing an iterative approach for applying external
force to the object. The force is applied in steps to ensure
smooth transformation in node positioning, and in layers
for equal distribution throughout the network.
In order to improve the processing speed, obvious
solution is to enable parallel execution at each node that
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(a) Magnitude=2, Time=0.188s

(b) Magnitude=4, Time=0.111s

(c) Magnitude=6, Time=0.125s

(d) Magnitude=8, Time=0.141s

(e) Magnitude=10, Time=0.203s

(f) Magnitude=12, Time=0.172s

Fig. 5. Deformation of solid model due to straight downward force with increasing magnitude. Execution time taken is given for comparison
purpose.

(a) Magnitude=1, Time=0.329s

(b) Magnitude=2, Time=0.266s

(c) Magnitude=3, Time=0.281s

(d) Magnitude=4, Time=0.312s

(e) Magnitude=5, Time=0.329s

(f) Magnitude=6, Time=0.312s

Fig. 6. Deformation of solid model due to diagonal upward force with increasing magnitude. Execution time taken is given for comparison
purpose.
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does not connect to each other to still maintain validity of
the output. Subroutine to automatically determine force
step size depending on solid spring constant and mesh
size is also useful to balance accuracy and speed of the
algorithm. Finally, further testing regarding to suturing
and cutting operation to the model could be done to
examine behavior of the model due to internal stress.
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